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Across

9 RIP - leads to a bit of water in the eye (4)

10 Return roster - including, by the way, flier 
(7)

11 Relative shreds tuna (4)

12 Not even that thing, that is standard 
initially, shows peculiarities (8)

13 Where milliner's sales might end up? As an 
expense? (8)

14 Quarters senior policemen (4)

15 Police officer's lost gold - check (7)

18 Prepare dosa and get a drink (4)

22 Greek commander's archer dances with a 
couple of models (8)

24 Loan instalment charge in Dubai, for 
instance (7)

25 Temporary post's destroyed by Georgia 
police at first (7)

26 Spotted cats letting off some pong around 
initial trooper's clothes (8)

28 Capital's large ... look! (4)

31 Fled East first, then South, dressed like 
Superman, perhaps (7)

35 Ruler has built harem at first (4)

36 Time taken for Delhi University's food 
supply (8)

37 He'd troop around T-Rex, for example, (8)

38 Sharp end of cane? (4)

39 A new male dances around university for 
old girl students (7)

40 Fish a final part (4)

Down

1 Last date for epitaph (8)

2 Goes around gold parts (6)

3 Thai travels around it - an island in the 
Pacific (6)

4 Exhort female relative to leave this world, 
displaying double dagger (6)

5 Twiddles toes around ten. That's lazy (6)

6 That's right! Saint is the most faithful (6)

7 Hits ...---... and runs (6)

8 Where one may find the Mount of Venus? 
Nearby (2,4)

16 Divine fluids, when digested, may result in 
trances (7)

17 Commander's French father gets MC (7)

19 Circular route may pass city 
neighbourhoods like these (5)

20 Right before snakes make grating sounds (5)

21 24 miss 'em! Angry? (5)

23 Aggregate sum obtained by criminal 
carrying kid (5)

27 Ice found on southern parts of baseball 
fields (8)

29 Romeo gets '10' in artist's workplace (6)

30 Spoke about rodent biting into small 
popular dictionary (6)

31 He goes back to circumambulate around 
demolished jail's miracle worker (6)

32 Violent nut-cases release leaders of travel 
agents after head-count (6)

33 Inapt arrangement with a superficial 
exterior layer (6)

34 Reduced intake and passed away holding 
alien (6)

35 Kiss railway officer (Chinese) without 
spectacles (6)


